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Aluminium speciation and internal detoxification
mechanisms in plants: where do we stand?

Tomás Grevenstuk and Anabela Romano*

Aluminium (Al) typically has a deleterious impact on plant growth and development but some plants

can accumulate otherwise toxic concentrations of this metal by deploying internal detoxification

mechanisms (tolerance mechanisms). Although there are scattered reports concerning the regulation of

Al uptake, transport and storage in metabolically innocuous forms, the overall picture remains

incomplete and there are no accounts of a general overview of Al tolerance mechanisms. This review

aims to compile the current knowledge on the physiological basis of Al tolerance and speculate on

possible underlying molecular mechanisms regarding the uptake of Al, speciation in internal organs,

transport to upper organs and storage in non-vital structures. Given the difficulties in detecting and

studying the speciation of Al, special attention will be given to the approaches used so far and new

developments that allow greater sensitivity and accuracy in uncovering the fate of Al in planta.

1. Introduction

Aluminium (Al) toxicity is one of the most serious limitations to
plant growth in acidic soils. Most Al is fixed in minerals or
bound to particle surfaces as oxides and aluminosilicates,
which are harmless to plants. However, Al in acidic soils is
solubilized as the trivalent cation Al3+ (Fig. 1A). The exact
mechanisms behind Al toxicity are still not fully understood,
yet most evidence suggests that Al3+ is responsible for the
inhibition of root elongation, hindering subsequently the
uptake of water and nutrients. The topic of Al toxicity falls

outside the scope of this work and extensive reviews can be
found elsewhere.1

Approximately 30% of the world’s total ice-free land has a
pH o 5.52 and because Al is the third most abundant element
in the earth’s crust it is clear that crop productivity is substan-
tially reduced by Al toxicity. However, some plants thrive in
soils with high concentrations of free Al and can be grouped
according to the strategy used to counteract Al stress.
Al-excluding plants prevent Al from entering the symplasm
(resistance), whereas Al-accumulating plants store Al in their
above-ground tissues without signs of toxicity (tolerance).
Unfortunately, the terminologies ‘‘tolerance’’ and ‘‘resistance’’
are often used ambiguously. In this review, tolerant plants are
considered exclusively those that deploy internal mechanisms
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to detoxify Al and resistant plants those that exclude Al. These
mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, buckwheat (Fagopyrum
esculentum) and rice (Oryza sativa) for example benefit from
both mechanisms.3 Rice is the most resistant cereal crop to Al
and is essentially an Al-excluder. But, rice plants do take up Al
actively (reaching concentrations in root cell sap higher than
those found in culture solution)4 and at the cellular level Al is
directed to vacuoles by specific transporters.5 Because some of
the molecular mechanisms behind these efficient internal

detoxification steps have been uncovered recently in rice, these
results will be discussed as they may provide new leads con-
cerning the internal detoxification of Al in tolerant plants. In
crops the most prevalent strategy to cope with Al stress is
exclusion and therefore the corresponding resistance mechan-
isms are better understood. In short, resistant plants prevent
the import of Al into the cytosol by releasing organic acid (OA)
anions from the root system to chelate and immobilize Al in
the rhizosphere. This review focuses exclusively on the current

Fig. 1 General overview of Al uptake, transport and storage in tolerant plants. (A) In acid soils Al exists as soluble Al3+ ions, tolerant plants take up Al and store it in
innocuous forms in upper organs. These mechanisms are beneficial possibly by minimizing contact of the toxic Al3+ ion with sensitive zones at the root apex. (B)
Specific Al transport proteins have not been identified in tolerant plants and it is unclear whether Al is taken up as Al3+ or complexed by ligands. Once Al enters the
root cytosol it is complexed by organic acids. Oxalate–Al complexes have been detected in roots of buckwheat, tea and M. malabathricum and citrate–Al complexes in
roots of P. almogravensis. (C) The xylem flow transports Al, complexed by citrate, from roots to upper organs. It is not known where Al is loaded into the xylem or how
this process is mediated. At the leaves, Al–citrate complexes are unloaded from xylem and directed to metabolically less active structures. In buckwheat and in
M. malabathricum leaves Al is stored in vacuoles as Al–oxalate complexes (D) while in tea Al is sequestered at the cell wall of upper epidermal cells (E). Al–catechin
complexes have been detected in tea leaves, however catechins are mostly found in vacuoles of mesophyll cells so it is uncertain how Al is complexed at the cell wall.
Abbreviations: Lig, unknown ligand; OA, organic acid; Cit, citrate; Ox, oxalate.
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knowledge of Al tolerance mechanisms and readers interested
in the physiology, molecular mechanisms and the genetic basis
of Al resistance are referred to the following comprehensive
reviews:1c,6

Less is known about the tolerance mechanisms in
Al-accumulating plants but it is clear that such plants must
be able to: (1) absorb Al via the roots; (2) bind Al with safe
ligands to form stable complexes; (3) transport these complexes
to aboveground organs; and (4) store them in an innocuous and
metabolically-inactive form. Several mechanisms have been
reported, including chelation with organic ligands in the
cytosol and compartmentalization in specific plant organs,
but there has been no comprehensive discussion of these
findings. In this review, we discuss the latest data relevant to
Al-tolerance mechanisms, including the internal speciation of
Al and the uptake via the roots to sequestration in the leaves,
focusing on the challenges and new leads that need to be
pursued. A better understanding of Al-tolerance at the physio-
logical level is important to characterize the underlying molec-
ular and genetic mechanisms.

2. The speciation of aluminium in plants

Al cannot exist intracellularly in its free form and is necessarily
bound by ligands. However, the speciation of Al in biological
samples has been hampered by the technical constraints limiting
the separation and identification of Al complexes.7 The lack of a
suitable isotope, the relatively low sensitivity of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and X-ray detection based techniques and the
unstable nature of Al-complexes, which can suffer changes in
speciation during extraction and analytical procedures, are the
major hurdles for accurate speciation of Al in plants.

2.1. 27Al nuclear magnetic resonance detection

The large body of knowledge concerning the speciation of Al in
plants has almost exclusively been provided by 27Al NMR
spectroscopy. This approach does not require sample prepara-
tion or chromatographic separation and can provide structural
information about Al complexes directly from intact samples.
Because 27Al is an isotope with a non-zero spin (5/2) it can be
detected by NMR spectroscopy using specific probes, and Al
complexes can be identified by comparing their characteristic
chemical shifts to those of standards. Two main conclusions
can be drawn from these experiments: (1) OAs are the major
ligands for Al in all species studied thus far, and therefore play
a key role in the internal Al-detoxification mechanisms of
plants; and (2) Al-detoxification mechanisms in plants are
highly complex.

In buckwheat, Al is bound to oxalate ions in the roots,8 to
citrate ions in the xylem9 and again to oxalate ions in the leaves
(Fig. 2),10 indicating that ligand exchanges must occur when Al
is transported from the root symplasm to the xylem, and from
the xylem to the leaves. Similar ligand exchange mechanisms have
been reported in Melastoma malabathricum and tea (Camellia
sinensis) where again Al is bound to oxalate ions in the roots11

and to citrate ions in the xylem.12 In M. malabathricum leaves Al is
found both as monomeric Al as well as oxalate complexes13 and in
tea leaves Al forms complexes with catechins (Fig. 2).14 However, a
different study indicated that the resonances in the spectra of tea
infusions could not be assigned to Al complexes with major
polyphenolic constituents and that the detected peaks are attri-
butable to Al–oxalate complexes.15 Several different complexes
with the same ligand can coexist in the same organ: 27Al NMR
spectra obtained from M. malabathricum indicated the presence
of Al–oxalate, Al–(oxalate)2 and Al–(oxalate)3 in intact leaves,13 as
well as Al–(oxalate)2 and Al–(oxalate)3 in roots,11b without a clear

Fig. 2 Ligands involved in Al complexation in tolerant plants: oxalate (1), citrate (2), aconitate (3), catechins (4), delphinidin-3-O-glucoside (5) and the co-pigment
3-O-caffeoylquinic acid (6).
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indication of how they are formed or their relative abundance.
Since the complexes form spontaneously when Al and oxalate or
citrate are mixed in solution it is likely that the OA : Al ratio and
the respective thermodynamic favorability at physiological pH
determine the concentration of each individual complex. Accord-
ingly, buckwheat leaves produce oxalate in a large excess com-
pared to Al (25 : 1) and the Al–(oxalate)3 complex is formed
preferentially.10 In M. malabathricum leaves the molar ratio
between oxalate and Al is 2 : 1, and the Al–oxalate complex is
thus more abundant.13

Another interesting aspect is that Al speciation in buckwheat
is dependent on the internal metal concentration. That is, Al is
preferentially bound to oxalate unless the oxalate concentration
is limiting. In this case Al–citrate complexes can be found in
leaves too, possibly because they are not converted to Al–oxalate
after transfer from the xylem to the leaf symplasm.16 From a
biological perspective the plants benefit from Al binding by
oxalate, since the resulting complexes have higher stability
constants than the Al–citrate complex.

The accumulation of Al in Hydrangea macrophylla (Thunb.)
‘‘ser.’’ is well documented and has the unusual characteristic
that it can be detected visually. The exact mechanism is not
understood yet but it is known that Al forms a complex with
delphinidin-3-glucoside (Fig. 2), an anthocyanin that normally
confers a red color on the sepals, converting it to the blue
quinoidal-base anionic form.17 The co-pigment 3-O-caffeoylquinic
acid (Fig. 2) seems to be required to solubilize the Al–delphinidin
complex. The blue color of H. macrophylla flowers becomes more
intense as Al accumulates, making these plants natural indicators
of soil acidity because Al is only solubilized in acidic soils. It
would be interesting to analyze the sepals of Al-treated plants
by 27Al NMR spectroscopy to determine the chemical environ-
ment of the Al nucleus, as this has not been reported. The Al in
H. macrophylla leaves is detoxified by forming complexes with
citrate in a 1 : 1 molar ratio18 yet it is unclear in which form Al is
transported and taken up at the roots.

The greatest drawback of NMR spectroscopy as a detection
technique is that it is relatively insensitive. For this reason, specia-
tion has been investigated predominantly in hyperaccumulators,
where Al complexes are often present at concentrations >2 mM
and direct identification can be achieved. Another limitation of
27Al NMR spectroscopy is that the resulting data reflect the
immediate chemical neighborhood of the Al nucleus, and
therefore cannot distinguish complexes comprising larger
ligands with similar chemical shift values. The Al nucleus is
quadrupolar and yields broad signals over a wide chemical shift
range, reducing the resolution of this technique even further.19

More recent 1H–27Al heteronuclear experiments20 may provide
better discrimination and thus more accurate structural data in
these cases.

2.2. Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry detection

The few reports on Al speciation studies based on mass spectro-
metry after electrospray ionization (ESI-MS) reflect its inherent
technical challenges. However, ESI-MS is a useful alternative to
27Al NMR when the concentration of Al in samples is limiting,

because it can routinely deliver structural information on metal
complexes at mM concentrations without prior information.21

The transition from solution to the gas phase by ESI is particu-
larly gentle, maintaining solution phase speciation to a large
extent. Therefore, the dissociation of metal complexes is less
likely, making it possible to measure and obtain information on
intact complexes. Because low collision energies are applied, the
ionization process generally produces singly-charged species
with high mass resolution, yielding simple mass spectra that
facilitate assignment.22 ESI-MS also provides information on the
stoichiometry of complex formation making it perhaps one of
the most powerful tools for metal complex analysis.

Biological samples are too complex for direct infusion or
flow injection, so chromatographic separation is needed under
conditions that prevent dissociation. Also, because Al is a
monoisotopic element and Al species cannot be distinguished
in mass spectra (unlike elements such as Ni or Fe which have
characteristic isotopic patterns) an elemental detection techni-
que must be used in parallel. MS detection after complete
ionization using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) discharge
can indicate the retention times of Al complexes and allow
further investigation by MS. An approach based on anion and
cation exchange chromatography followed by ICP-atomic emis-
sion spectrometry showed that the major Al-binding ligands
were citrate and aconitate (Fig. 2) in Sempervivum tectorum and
Sansevieria trifasciata leaves,23 two plant species not commonly
known for their Al-accumulating behavior. Al-containing frac-
tions of plant sap samples obtained by strong anion or cation
exchange chromatography were analyzed off-line by ESI-MS.
The identity of the Al complexes was confirmed by comparing
the retention times with those of synthetic standards and by
identifying the molecular ions of citrate and aconitate in the
MS spectra of collected fractions. However, intact complexes
were not detected, possibly because the ionization conditions
were harsh enough to cause in-source dissociation. Also, the
possibility that Al can be redistributed between ligands after
tissue disruption has to be considered.

Technical improvements that have made detection more
robust include online ICP-MS measurements that avoid tedious
Al quantification procedures in fractionated samples, and the
simultaneous monitoring of signals from elements like Fe and
Mn with characteristic isotopic patterns. This information
allows determining whether such elements co-elute with Al
complexes due to competition for the same ligand, helping to
localize Al complexes in mass spectra. Although ion exchange
chromatography is widely used for the separation of synthetic
OA–Al complexes, the resolving capacity is not sufficient to
separate all complexes and the typical high-salt buffer compo-
sition can suppress ionization.21 The limited interaction
between metal complexes and size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC) resins allows the separation of Al complexes from matrix
components that suppress ionization, while minimizing inter-
actions that may cause complex dissociation.22 However, metal
adsorption to residual COOH and OH groups on chromato-
graphy resins can interfere in speciation studies and this must
be taken into account.21 The OA–Al complexes identified thus
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far are highly polar, so hydrophilic interaction chromatography
(HILIC) is another useful method for the separation of Al
complexes prior to ESI-MS. The polar resins guarantee strong
retention of the complexes and the corresponding buffers are
compatible with ESI.24

An integrated MS approach based on HILIC and SEC liquid
chromatography followed by parallel ICP-MS and ESI-MS measure-
ments using the Fe signal as an internal tracer in MS spectra
proved successful in the identification of a tri-Al–tricitrate complex
(Al3–citrate3) in root and leaf extracts of the hyperaccumulator
Plantago almogravensis without any prior information.25 Apart from
Al3–citrate3, two other yet unidentified Al–citrate complexes were
detected and their relative concentration was influenced by inter-
nal Al concentration. The theoretical speciation diagrams of citrate
and Al solutions support the occurrence of three distinct com-
plexes at physiological pH,26 and accordingly the two unidentified
complexes could correspond to Al–citrate and Al–citrate2. The
calculated stability constants for the different Al–citrate complexes
expected to occur in P. almogravensis are very discrepant. The
relative concentration of these complexes has consequences
regarding the protection capacity of the formed complexes, high-
lighting the importance of knowing the accurate speciation of Al.
The developed methodology surpasses the problems of complex
dissociation during chromatography and lack of sensitivity, and
can be used to study the speciation of Al at biologically relevant
concentrations and in less tolerant plants.

2.3. Organic acids and internal Al detoxification

Other classes of metal ligands such as phytochelatins, metal-
lothioneins and amino acids (histidine) are involved in the
detoxification of Ni, Cd and Zn, but there is a fundamental
relationship between OAs and Al tolerance as highlighted
above. The minor importance of these ligands in terms of Al
tolerance may reflect the status of Al as a hard cation with a
higher affinity for strong electronegative structures such as
carboxyl, hydroxyl and carbonyl groups, in comparison to
amines and sulfhydryl groups when these are not part of
multidendate ligands.27 In fact, it would be interesting to
re-analyze the speciation of Al in tea leaves using more recent
ESI-MS strategies. 27Al NMR spectroscopy can only demonstrate
that the Al nucleus is most likely in the direct neighborhood of
a catechol group, but cannot identify the exact ligand because
structural differences are not reported in the NMR spectrum.

High stability constants have been reported for Al–OA
complexes in Al-accumulating plants and they are not phyto-
toxic,8,18 indicating that Al–OA complexes are important
features of internal Al detoxification mechanisms. Ryan and
Delhaize3b discuss the possibility that Al resistance and toler-
ance mechanisms based on OAs may have evolved indepen-
dently several times due to the ubiquitous nature of these
metabolites and the low metabolic investment that is
required to synthesize them. Indeed, a metabolically inexpen-
sive mechanism is necessary when one considers that Al3+

toxicity is one of the most frequent challenges to normal plant
development.

3. The uptake of aluminium
3.1. In which form is Al taken up?

The uptake of Al from the soil is poorly understood and to date
there has been no conclusive evidence on how Al is taken up in
tolerant plants (Fig. 1B). Ma et al.3a proposed that Al is taken up
as Al3+, following the rationale that there is a large electro-
chemical gradient favoring Al transfer across the plasma
membrane. This gradient is perpetuated because Al as any
metal cannot exist as a free ion at significant concentrations
in the cytosol and is immediately chelated.28 Much of the work
reported by Ma and colleagues was based on buckwheat, and it
would seem conflicting if Al were to be taken up preferentially
bound to organic molecules, since typical Al-exclusion mechan-
isms are based precisely on the exudation of OAs that chelate Al
externally. However, opinions on this subject are divergent and
it has been proposed that formation of an OA–Al complex is a
prerequisite for transport into symplast in buckwheat.29 When
Chinese cabbage (Brassica rapa ssp. pekinensis) is provided with
Al in the form of Al–citrate or Al–malate, it is taken up and
loaded into xylem directly without chemical modification,
albeit at slower rates than free Al.30 It was proposed that in
tea Al is taken up as AlF2

+ or AlF2+,31 but experimental data
did not support this hypothesis.12a Al uptake is reduced in
M. malabathricum roots exposed to a nutrient-free solution
containing Al,11b but independent experiments ruled out the
possibility that Pi, NO3

� or SO4
2� could act as counteranions

necessary for uptake.13,32 In P. almogravensis leaves Al is com-
plexed by citrate, however, when the root system is excised it
seems to be taken up bound to phosphate, one of the most
predominant Al species in the nutrient solution.25 The secre-
tion of citrate in response to Al is not significant and the
concentration of the OA in shoots is sufficient to complex Al
in these plants.33 This suggests that the complexation of Al by
citrate in P. almogravensis is dependent on Al being taken up in
its free form. The only Al-transporter identified so far in plants
seems to transport Al3+.4 However, because only one complex-
ing agent and one ratio of citrate to Al3+ were tested the
possibility that a complexed form of Al is transported cannot
be ruled out. Therefore it appears that Al can be taken up either
as a free ion or as complexes with organic or inorganic ligands,
and that the transport proteins that transfer Al across the
plasma membrane are not universal.

3.2. How does Al permeate the plasma membrane?

To date it is not known if tolerant plants take Al up using
specific transporters. The most common strategy to identify
new families of metal transporters is the complementation of
mutant yeast strains defective for the uptake of a specific metal
with a plant cDNA expression library to see if the phenotype can
be rescued. This approach has identified transporters for Fe,
Zn and Mn.34 The ionic radius is the most important predic-
tive parameter relating to the biological behavior of metal ions,
and the ionic radii of iron and magnesium are closest to Al.
It was therefore proposed that Al could be taken up by
co-transport with iron and magnesium.1b However, promiscuous
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transporters of this nature have not been identified. Also, one
major constraint to this co-transport is that Al3+ would have to
permeate transport proteins specific for divalent metals. Some
grasses, however, can take up Fe in its +3 oxidation state by
releasing ligands called siderophores from the roots, which are
subsequently internalized.34 While siderophores have been
reported to mediate Al uptake in bacteria,35 there are no indica-
tions that it is a relevant uptake mechanism in plants.

Al is not essential for normal plant growth so it could be
expected that there are no specific transporters for this metal
and that Al entering the root cytosol is co-transported with
essential ions. However, a specific Al transporter was recently
discovered in rice and named Nrat1 (Nramp aluminium trans-
porter 1). The protein is located on the plasma membrane of
root cells (except epidermal cells) and exclusively Al induces the
corresponding gene.4 Nrat1 knockout rice lines generated by
retrotransposon insertion confirmed that Nrat1 is necessary for
Al uptake and that in its absence Al accumulates at the cell wall.
This breakthrough shows that Al uptake is mediated by specific
transport proteins. Recently, a mutant rice line lacking a
vacuolar Al transporter was shown to be just as susceptible to
Al when the Nrat1 gene was silenced, suggesting that other
transporters in addition to Nrat1 are involved in the uptake of
Al in rice.5 Thus far, it is not known if genes homologous to
Nrat1 are responsible for the uptake of Al in tolerant plants.

Information on the dynamics of Al transport across the
plasma membrane in tolerant plants is still lacking and one
of the main hurdles is discriminating apoplasmic and sym-
plasmic Al, because of its low abundance and high affinity for
cell wall components. The first direct quantitative measure-
ment of Al transport across the plasma membrane was reported
by Taylor et al.36 using an innovative approach involving
accelerated MS to measure the 26Al isotope as a tracer with
enough sensitivity to measure the transport of Al into indivi-
dual cells. The authors used Chara corallina intermodal cells,
which do not internalize Al significantly, but the model does
provide important information on the Al-permeability of plant
plasma membranes and its sensitivity to pH, speciation and
metabolic inhibitors. A similar approach would provide valu-
able information on the transport of Al in tolerant plants.

3.3. Site of Al uptake

The site of Al uptake on the root surface has been a matter of
debate. Ma and Hiradate9 suggested that the mature elongation
zone above the root apex in buckwheat would be the most likely
uptake site because oxalic acid is secreted in the greatest
amounts from the apex. The Al concentration declines from
the apical to the basal zone of the roots in many species.37 This
gradient is not exclusive for Al-accumulators and cannot be
considered an indication of higher accumulation at the root
apex on its own. It is most likely related to a higher concen-
tration of negatively-charged pectin at the root apex, for which
the Al3+ cation has great affinity.38 However, Klug et al.39 found
that in buckwheat the highest ratio of symplastic Al to total Al is
found at the root apex, suggesting that this is the most active
uptake site.

4. Xylem loading and aluminium
translocation

Most plants growing on acidic soils accumulate large amounts
of Al at the roots, but only a few species translocate the metal to
the shoots. It has been proposed that the Casparian strip in
the endodermis, the negatively-charged environment of the
Donnan free space in the root-cell apoplasm and the low
permeability of the plasma membrane could all present bar-
riers to the diffusion of Al.9 Detailed studies of the structure
and composition of the cell wall and the plasma membrane in
plants that do or do not translocate Al may provide insight into
the mechanisms responsible for transport and determine
whether specialized carriers or channels are involved. Accord-
ing to Ma and Hiradate9 the near-neutral pH of the cytoplasm
could also reduce translocation because Al has a low solubility
at this pH. However, a consistently low cytosolic pH has not
been observed in Al-accumulators.

Three transport pathways may be involved in Al mobiliza-
tion: apoplastic transport in the cortical cell walls, symplastic
transport and xylem transport.29 Al has been detected in the
xylem of the three most widely studied hyperaccumulators
(buckwheat, tea and M. malabathricum) and is usually bound
to citrate in the xylem rather than oxalate (as in the root
cytosol),9,12 suggesting that this is a major Al transport route
(Fig. 1C). The reason for ligand exchange is unclear but it may
help to prevent the formation of calcium oxalate precipitates,
given that calcium is more abundant in the xylem than in
cytosol.9 The site of ligand exchange and the specific location
and the mechanism of loading into the central xylem vessels
have not been characterized in detail but they are not uniform
along the root axis. In buckwheat the subapical 10–20 mm root
segment is the main site of xylem loading.29 The contribution
of apoplastic transport to Al translocation is probably negligible
at least in buckwheat because Al transport is unidirectional
from the apex to basal regions of the root system whereas
diffusion in the apoplast is typically undirected.29

The loading of iron into xylem is poorly understood. Only
recently has a candidate for the protein that accomplishes this
step been identified.40 It is well accepted that iron is complexed
by citrate in xylem, but it is not known if these complexes are
formed at the xylem or prior to xylem loading. If iron is
transported as a citrate complex it has to be determined
whether Al can be loaded into the xylem by iron transporters,
considering that Al competes with iron for the same citrate
complexes.25 The regulation of Al translocation to the upper
organs is not understood in detail, but in M. malabathricum
roots the activity of citrate synthase increases in response to Al
exposure, thus providing more citrates for efficient Al trans-
location.32a Interestingly, the split-root pot experiments used in
the work cited above showed that when Al was applied to only
one compartment, citrate synthase activity also increased in the
compartment without Al, indicating that the enzyme is stimu-
lated by an unknown yet diffusible factor that is transported
across the root system. In buckwheat, the concentration of
citric acid is not affected by treatment with Al.9
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Indeed, little is known about the dynamics of Al trans-
location from the roots to the upper organs, which would
require real-time analysis in living plants. Despite its relatively
low resolution, NMR spectroscopy is one of the few techniques
that can resolve static and dynamic parameters concerning the
transport of water and specific elements or metabolites in a
non-destructive and non-invasive manner. Therefore it can help
identify transport structures and measure the Al transfer rate in
the context of overall plant water relations.41 The 27Al nucleus
can be tracked and quantified directly and, unlike other metals,
the measurements are independent of relaxation time effects
on protons caused by paramagnetic solutes.42 Magnetic reso-
nance imaging was used to measure the uptake of lithium and
the concentration of lithium along the stem in real time,43 but
the same method has not yet been used to study Al transport
even though the Al nucleus is amenable to this technique.

5. Subcellular localization and aluminium
sequestration

In accumulating plants, high (normally toxic) concentrations of
Al are found in aboveground tissues, indicating the presence of
mechanisms to prevent contact between free Al and essential
biochemical processes. It seems that Al is either sequestered in
the vacuole or the cell wall, depending on the plant species.

5.1. Vacuolar sequestration

In protoplasts and vacuoles isolated from buckwheat leaves
over 80% of total Al had accumulated in the vacuoles.44 27Al
NMR spectroscopy indicated that Al was present as a 1 : 3
oxalate complex,10 the same chemical form present in intact
leaves (Fig. 1D). Because most important biochemical processes
occur in the cytoplasm, the storage of Al in an innocuous form
within the vacuole may help buckwheat plants to accumulate
large amounts of Al without compromising normal develop-
ment. The vacuole is also the main site of intracellular metal
sequestration in the zinc (Zn) and nickel (Ni) hyperaccumulator
Thlaspi caerulescens J. and C. Presl.45 In fact, the efficiency of
vacuolar sequestration seems to determine the relative toler-
ance to Ni accumulation in different Thlaspi species.45a

Little information is available on the intracellular transport
of Al in accumulating plants, however some details can be
retrieved from studies in other plants. The work conducted on
C. corallina cells showed that Al that was not accumulated at
the cell wall and was detected in the tonoplast (less than 1%)
was directed to the vacuole.36 Although transport across the
plasma membrane was almost immediate, Al was only detected
in the vacuole from 30 min onwards, suggesting that either the
accumulation of Al or activation of specific transporters is
required to initiate sequestration into the vacuole.36 In rice, a
half-size ABC transporter encoded by the OsALS1 gene and
localized in the tonoplast is responsible for the sequestration
of Al into vacuoles.5 More Al was found in the cytosol and the
nucleus of the mutant line compared to wild type plants, con-
firming that OSALS1 intervenes in the transport and sequestration

of Al at the vacuole. It is not known in which form OSALS1
transports Al but it is unlikely transported as its free ion
considering that at cytosolic pH the concentration of Al3+ is
very low. It would be interesting to determine if tolerant plants
bear homologous genes.

5.2. Al sequestration at the cell wall

In tea plants, Al accumulation is concentrated at the cell walls
and is more concentrated in the epidermal cells on the upper
leaf surface (Fig. 1E).46 This may reflect the apoplasmic trans-
port of Al together with the mass flow of water to the epidermal
cells where Al is deposited when the water evaporates.46a The
high concentration of Al found on the outer epidermal cell
walls supports this view.47 One of the advantages of this
strategy may be the isolation of Al from cells with photo-
synthetic activity. It is not clear if this mechanism can effec-
tively prevent the inhibition of photosynthesis by Al, but tea
plants can withstand Al concentrations that are toxic to many
plant species without compromising the rate of photosynth-
esis.48 According to a classification proposed by Wheeler et al.49

significant Al tolerance is required to grow normally at this
concentration. As mentioned previously, it was suggested that
Al is bound to catechins.14 This seemed to be a safe assumption
because of the metal-chelating properties of their catechol
moieties and their bioavailability (15% dry weight) is more
than sufficient to chelate all Al typically found in tea leaves.
However, the accumulation of Al predominantly at the epider-
mal cell walls makes this hypothesis less likely to be correct,
because catechins are mostly found at the vacuoles of meso-
phyll cells.50 Moreover, a catechin–Al complex has never been
identified unequivocally. Although the distribution of Al in tea
leaves was studied by low-energy X-ray fluorescence spectro-
microscopy,46b which as an elemental detection technique
cannot identify ligands, the high correlation between the
localization of Al and the elements C and O suggested that
the metal is bound to electronegative carboxylate and hydroxyl
groups present in the carbohydrate-rich cell wall.

Light microscopy after staining with pyrocatechol violet was
used in M. malabathricum to find that Al predominantly accu-
mulates on the upper cell walls of leaves.13 Although this
technique is not quantitative, it was sufficient to show that Al
also accumulated to a lesser extent on mesophyll cells. A strong
peak attributed to monomeric Al and several Al–oxalate com-
plexes were detected in fresh leaves by 27Al-NMR, but the
location of each Al species was not determined. This finding
contradicts the location of Al at the cell wall, considering that in
an environment rich in hemicellulose and pectin Al is more
likely to bind to carboxylate groups carrying negatively charged
oxygen donors. It is possible to detect interactions between the
27Al nucleus and carboxylate groups in plant cell walls, which
generate a signal with a broad line width, resonating close to
0 ppm.19 Considering that Al in M. malabathricum leaves
accumulates predominantly at the cell wall and that the line
width of the signal at 0 ppm is much broader than the free Al
signal in the standard solution, Watanabe et al.13 may have
revealed in their study evidence of Al binding to carboxylate
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groups in the cell wall. Nevertheless, the broad line width of the
signals obtained from 27Al-NMR makes unequivocal assign-
ment a difficult task. In addition, knowing the accurate pH of
the apoplasm will help to determine the thermodynamic feasi-
bility of this reaction considering that Al binds to carboxylate
groups at pH 3.5,19 lower than the typical apoplasm pH. Al
sequestration at the cell wall and vacuole appear to be effective
strategies to prevent contact between Al and essential metabolic
processes, although the mechanisms responsible for cellular
allocation in Al-tolerant plants are not understood yet.

5.3. Future prospects for subcellular Al-localization

In order to gain insight into the formation and localization of
Al complexes and how Al crosses the plasma membrane and the
tonoplast into vacuoles, techniques able to simultaneously
deliver spatial distribution and structural information will be
required. The lack of sensitivity and structural information
provided by NMR and X-ray spectroscopy will continue to pose
a significant challenge, so it is more likely that new information
will be provided by approaches with inherent sensitivity such as
those based on MS. When all known Al-complexes have been
consistently characterized and suitable ionization techniques
have been developed which maintain these complexes, it may
be possible to determine the location of all relevant Al com-
plexes at the cellular level. Sub-mm resolutions are now
achieved routinely and soft ionization techniques are improv-
ing, producing higher yields of intact molecular ions.51 MS
imaging techniques may give more insight into the site-specific
speciation and intracellular transport of Al.

6. The adaptive advantages of aluminium
accumulation

Al accumulators are so well adapted that in some cases growth
is stimulated at optimum Al concentrations in comparison to
plants growing in the absence of Al.32a,52 The increased perfor-
mance of plants in the presence of Al may reflect the ameliora-
tion of proton toxicity derived from soil toxicity, improved
phosphate uptake or the higher activity of antioxidant enzymes,
but this has yet to be established.1d In M. malabathricum, Al
limits the uptake of iron (possibly because of competition for
the same transporter proteins) and Al-induced growth is more
significant at higher iron concentrations, suggesting that one
of the factors behind Al-mediated growth may be the reduction
of iron toxicity.53

As mentioned above, only a small number of plant species
accumulate Al at high levels in aboveground plant tissues, but a
statistical study that correlated the trait of Al accumulation and
seven primitive characters suggests that Al accumulation is a
primitive character.54 A more complete phylogenetic study
showed that Al accumulation can be found in basal branches
of several plant orders but seems to have been lost in most
derived taxa.55 Indeed, homologues of the gene encoding a
tonoplast-located Al-transporter in rice have been found in

several derived plant species, including Physcomitrella patens,
a model organism representing initial land plants.5

One theory about the phylogenetic distribution of Al accu-
mulation is that primitive plants encountered Al stress more
often than today, making Al tolerance mechanisms a prerequi-
site for survival, but that the trait was lost subsequently due to
its inherent high energetic cost. In some cases the trait may
have been conserved for reasons other than adaptation to
acidic soils. In Ni and Zn hyperaccumulators such as Strep-
tanthus polygaloid and T. caerulescens, accumulation can confer
protection against pathogens and herbivores.56 It is reasonable
to assume that a plant accumulating a large amount of Al might
be less appealing to herbivores and less susceptible to patho-
gens, although this hypothesis remains to be tested.

7. Outlook

This review compiles data that have improved our understand-
ing of internal Al detoxification from a physiological perspec-
tive, i.e. Al is selectively taken into roots at the rhizosphere,
forms complexes with organic acids, is transported by the
xylem and is sequestered in aboveground tissues. Despite still
being elusive, it seems clear that efficient molecular mechan-
isms are on the basis of the internal detoxification of Al. In rice,
the genes responsible for the selective uptake at roots and the
sequestration at vacuoles have been recently discovered.4,5 However,
it remains to be seen if similar mechanisms are operating in
tolerant plants. In either case, the diversity of the physiological
aspects of Al internal detoxification suggests that different
mechanisms may be anticipated within tolerant plants. Despite
the importance of OAs in the internal detoxification of Al, it
seems that the regulation of OA synthesis is not necessarily
involved in the modulation of Al tolerance. Instead, whereas
high constitutive levels of OAs are required for tolerance, the
difference between susceptible and tolerant plants seems to be
an efficient mechanism that controls the trafficking of Al into
harmless structures. Undoubtedly, technical improvements will
generate a better understanding of the trafficking of Al even
further and will help anticipate the functions of genes involved
in Al tolerance mechanisms.
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